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1 IMPLEMENTED PROJECTS 

  

COVID-19 RESPONSE PROGRAMS 

Since the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic in Armenia (early March), the Women’s Fund Armenia 

announced a number of calls for grants aimed at responding the needs of women and girls. 8 rapid response 

grants were allocated to our partner organizations which in their turn organized support programs for their 

grantees. 184 women and their families received food packages and hygiene kits, 153 women (victims of 

domestic violence) received mobile phones and phone cards to be able to call hot lines during the quarantine, 

9 women received rental help, 5 women were provided with psychological support and 20 women engaged in 

agricultural works received necessary seeds and fertilizers. 

Here are the areas of support and the number of programs implemented as part of rapid response to 

COVID-19: 
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Apart from the above-mentioned material support, the Women’s Fund Armenia also financed research and 

needs assessment projects to find out the difficulties that women of different areas faced during the pandemic. 

3 researchers got support to carry out studies on working mothers, the teaching stuff and the female medical 

workers. The results of these research works will be used to redefine the directions of the Fund’s support and 

address the needs of our women and girls.  

Another project implemented as part of COVID-19 response actions was the support to teenage girls to 

realize their ideas. 9 girls received support and carried out various programs such as the creation of a feminist 

corner at school for gatherings and discussions, the shooting of socially themed video on bulling, body shaming 

and the importance of the right to education for Yazidi girls, the procurement of laboratory equipment to 

motivate girls to become scientists, the creation of a feminist board game, as well as trainings for teenage girls 

on human and women’s rights. Some of the mentioned projects are represented in the photos below: 

 

 

 

In December the Women’s Fund Armenia announced another video call for teenage girls to supports their 

small initiatives. Another 10 teens will be chosen and rewarded grants by the end of the year.  
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As part of institutional development and resilience 

building initiatives for its partners, the Women’s Fund 

Armenia supported 4 well-being and self-care projects 

for LBT women and their parents, sexual violence 

survivors, healing sessions for women and young girls 

from Shirak and Lori regions were organized. 

 

 

 

 

In May, when the regime of the strict quarantine was on, the Women’s Fund Armenia also organized a 

“Zoom party” with its partners to cheer them up, share thoughts with each other, discuss the ways of coping 

with the situation and support each other. 
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Early in the year, the Women’s Fund 

Armenia supported 5 SRHR (sexual and 

reproductive health and rights) projects in 4 

regions, namely, in Armavir, Shirak, Lori and 

Tavush. These projects aimed at raising 

awareness among adolescent girls and their 

parents, giving them information on sexual and 

reproductive health. Besides seminars and 

trainings, 15 women were given the opportunity 

to be examined free of charge at the Armenian-

American Health Center to receive appropriate 

treatment and ongoing counseling. 

 

 

In May, the Women’s Fund Armenia announced another call for young women to realize their feminist 

projects. 5 women were given grants for the following ideas: 
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Here is an example of one of the 

mentioned projects, a street art by our 

grantee Lilit Minasyan who wanted to 

show that there are no shameful parts of 

a woman’s body. 

 

 

 

 

In September, the Women’s Fund Armenia announced a call for feminist scholarships to support women 

and girls who are going to do academic work on women and feminist-related topics and issues. 3 persons were 

selected and given the scholarship. 

 

The chosen students will be working on the following issues: 
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WAR RESPONSE PROGRAMS 

Since September 27, in the midst of Covid-19 pandemic, the war that broke out in Artsakh (Nagorno-

Karabakh region) claimed the lives of thousands of people, including civilians, and soldiers from both sides 

(Armenia and Azerbaijan) destroying the livelihoods and making those who survived the bombing, flee in search 

of the shelter. The Women’s Fund Armenia had to change its priority programs and mobilize resources to 

provide support to women and their families affected by the war. During the war and after it the Fund organized 

fundraising to continue its support activities to women and girls. 

 

 

 

Valuing the experience of women, their 

stories and sufferings, the Fund announced a call 

for photo/video stories on women affected by the 

war. 3 women were chosen to make those stories.  

 

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/womensfundarmenia/photos/a.2065383083776725/2701411733507187
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Here is the YouTube link to some 

of the videos where women tell about 

their sufferings, lost home and relatives, 

express their wish to live in peace.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

POST-WAR RESPONSE PROGRAMS 

In the post-war period, starting 

from November 10th, the Women’s Fund 

Armenia provided emergency funding to 8 

partner organizations to support women 

from Artsakh and Armenia affected by the 

war. The programs implemented as part of 

this emergency funding include both 

material (hygiene kits, clothes, etc.) and 

psychological support. Besides this 

support, needs assessment is carried out to 

identify the main needs of women and girls 

and to address them correspondingly. 

  

 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL35b9NZaLBDaaL9Cd7ZgjzMpYGp4Vw_eY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PK2X3IZazjQ
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The geography of the programs implemented by the Women’s 
Fund Armenia and the number of programs 
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2 TRAININGS AND WORKSHOPS 

 

Throughout the year, a number of online trainings and workshops were organized by the Women’s Fund 

Armenia for its partners to provide them with the knowledge they need in their everyday activities as well as 

new skills to adapt to the pandemic situation. Overall, the trainings had 3 main directions: 

 

1. Knowledge on women’s rights, feminist management and skills to write successful proposals aimed at 

the institutional capacity building of the Women’s Fund Armenia’s partner organizations: 
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2. Useful information on the modern technologies, safe and secure communication, as well as the possible 

violations of the rights during the pandemic crisis: 

 

 
 

3. Self-care, well-being, resilience building sessions for the WFA partners to overcome the crisis and be 

able to help other women and girls: 
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3 OTHER INITIATIVES 

 

Articles 

Part of the Women’s Fund Armenia’s COVID-19 related work was the translation of useful articles to 

provide women and girls with important information in Armenian. The topics of the translated articles were: 

- Online myths about coronavirus, 

- Children’s online security: advice for parents, 

- Recommendations for virtual times: safe communication in the digital space, 

- Pregnant women and COVID-19: women’s health during prengancy 

- The impact of COVID-19 on women and girls: Human Rights Watch report 
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- How to take care of your 

children’s mental health during 

the COVID-19 pandemic, 

- Women’s voices from COVID-19 

frontline, 

- How to keep relationships during 

the pandemic, 

- How can teenagers keep their 

mental health during the 

pandemic. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Women’s Fund Armenia also released 

stories about women from the NGOs working at the 

frontline of COVID-19. You can read them here: 

Women at the frontlines of Covid-19. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://womenfundarmenia.org/women-at-the-frontlines-of-covid-19women-from-ngos-and-their-new-reality/
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Interviews and live streams 

Another activity formed during the remote work period was the WFA’s weekly live streams on Facebook 

and interviews with guests on various feminism and women related topics and issues, such as feminist 

philanthropy, self-care and well-being, emotional and unpaid work, etc. The live sessions were accompanied by 

thematic blog on the Fund’s website.  

The YouTube link to the Fund’s live streams: Live streams. 

The YouTube link to the interviews with guests: Guest talks. 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=klRf7Bx_8PI&list=PL35b9NZaLBDbC48yqo7sBrthZwaUnmgvY
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL35b9NZaLBDaip7qJ2MxalrJBVTbSJjHn
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Teenage girls’ stories 

One of the main directions of the Fund’s activities are teenage girls. During these months a series of 

photo stories have been published about teenage girls’ everyday life and hobbies. You can read the stories here: 

- The girl with the guitar 

- Basketball – a girls’ game 

- Dance as a form of freedom 

- Relax zone 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/womensfundarmenia/posts/2638548343126860
https://www.facebook.com/notes/womens-fund-armenia-%D5%B0%D5%A1%D5%B5%D5%A1%D5%BD%D5%BF%D5%A1%D5%B6%D5%B8%D6%82%D5%B4-%D5%AF%D5%A1%D5%B6%D5%A1%D5%B6%D6%81-%D5%B0%D5%AB%D5%B4%D5%B6%D5%A1%D5%A4%D6%80%D5%A1%D5%B4/%D5%A2%D5%A1%D5%BD%D5%AF%D5%A5%D5%BF%D5%A2%D5%B8%D5%AC%D5%A8-%D5%A1%D5%B2%D5%BB%D5%AB%D5%AF%D5%B6%D5%A5%D6%80%D5%AB-%D5%AD%D5%A1%D5%B2basketball-a-girls-game/1765657466920304/
https://www.facebook.com/notes/womens-fund-armenia-%D5%B0%D5%A1%D5%B5%D5%A1%D5%BD%D5%BF%D5%A1%D5%B6%D5%B8%D6%82%D5%B4-%D5%AF%D5%A1%D5%B6%D5%A1%D5%B6%D6%81-%D5%B0%D5%AB%D5%B4%D5%B6%D5%A1%D5%A4%D6%80%D5%A1%D5%B4/%D5%BA%D5%A1%D6%80%D5%A8-%D5%A1%D5%A6%D5%A1%D5%BF%D5%B8%D6%82%D5%A9%D5%B5%D5%B8%D6%82%D5%B6-dance-as-a-form-of-freedom/1768291493323568/
https://www.facebook.com/notes/womens-fund-armenia-%D5%B0%D5%A1%D5%B5%D5%A1%D5%BD%D5%BF%D5%A1%D5%B6%D5%B8%D6%82%D5%B4-%D5%AF%D5%A1%D5%B6%D5%A1%D5%B6%D6%81-%D5%B0%D5%AB%D5%B4%D5%B6%D5%A1%D5%A4%D6%80%D5%A1%D5%B4/relax-%D5%A3%D5%B8%D5%BF%D5%AB-relax-zone/1771826202970097/
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Video challenges with partners 

 

During the COVID-19 quarantine time the Women’s Fund Armenia initiated a series of video challenges 

with its partner organizations from different regions of Armenia. The aim of this challenge was to give 

information about active women living in regions and working in women’s organizations. 
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Needs assessment 

In March-April, the Women’s Fund Armenia conducted a needs assessment of its grantees to understand 

the new needs of women and girls in the pandemic situation, so that to direct its grant programs towards the 

meeting of the identified needs. Later, in October, when the country was facing a war, and since November, in 

the post-war period, the Fund has been conducting another assessment of the needs of women and children in 

the post-war situation to identify the future directions of the Fund’s activities. 

Here are the bullet points from the COVID-19 period needs assessment: 
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And the results of war and partly post-war period needs assessment: 

 

 

 

Another similar project was the “Report on the results of the survey on adolescent girls’ lifestyle, well-

being, and social perceptions”, which gives a thorough information on teenage girls’ lives, thoughts, visions and 

worldviews. The report will be available on the Fund’s website soon. 
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WFA videos 

Earlier this year, in April the Women’s Fund Armenia released a video about the Fund’s activities, aims, 

mission, and programs. In December, another video was released presenting the Fund’s activity during the 

pandemic situation.  

 

 

Newly-built website 

One of the Fund’s accomplishments of the year 2020 was its newly-built website with a more 

sophisticated interface and tools powered by “Girls in Tech Armenia”.  

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fsYAypo5aQU&list=PL35b9NZaLBDYgUX5Kf1_S3Nx_D20_yVck&index=1&t=1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yMloGGdqHps&list=PL35b9NZaLBDYgUX5Kf1_S3Nx_D20_yVck&index=3
https://womenfundarmenia.org/
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Strategy development 

On the way to its institutional development, the Women’s Fund Armenia gives a special attention to its 

strategies and principles as a women’s organization, based on feminist philanthropy. Hence, a strategic 

development plan was devised for the years 2021-2023.  

Apart from it, a new Monitoring and Evaluation Strategy was developed to evaluate the projects 

implemented by the Women’s Fund Armenia and prioritize the Fund’s activities. 
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OUR DONORS AND SUPPORTERS 
 

  


